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Rising star of Labour who claims to support
women's rights is accused of having two
wives and asking an imam to spin off a
supposed Islamic divorce

Waseem Zaffar, 33, says he is committed to fighting gender inequality
Councillor married teacher Ayesha Imdad last year in lavish ceremony
But had not formally divorced Faraz Begum after walking out on her in 2010
He only sent her an Islamic divorce document to end seven-year marriage
This means that under English law Zaffar is still married to his first wife

By LUCY OSBORNE FOR THE DAILY MAIL

PUBLISHED: 16:59 EST, 6 March 2015 | UPDATED: 08:23 EST, 9 March 2015

A Labour rising star who claims to support women’s rights has two wives and asked an imam to sign
off a supposed Islamic divorce, it was claimed last night.

Councillor Waseem Zaffar has said he is committed to fighting gender inequality and declared his
opposition to sharia law in Britain.

But the politician and magistrate – once pictured with Labour leader Ed Miliband – married teacher
Ayesha Imdad last year without having formally divorced his first wife.
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Lavish ceremony: Labour rising star Waseem Zaffar and his second wife Ayesha at their wedding last year

Instead, Zaffar – who received an MBE in 2012 for his charity work – sent Faraz Begum an Islamic
divorce document in the post after walking out on her in 2010. He obtained the document from an
imam who operates from a terraced house calling itself Raza mosque in Aston, Birmingham.

This means that under English law at least, Zaffar, 33, is still married to Miss Begum, whom he wed in
Pakistan in 2003.

Meanwhile, in April last year, Zaffar married his second wife – who is now seven months pregnant – in
a lavish Islamic ceremony. Among the hundreds of guests was shadow minister Jack Dromey, the
husband of deputy Labour leader Harriet Harman.

MPs and campaigners last night called for Zaffar’s suspension from the Labour Party.
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Connected: Councillor Waseem Zaffar pictured rubbing shoulders with Opposition leader Ed Miliband

Honored: Zaffar is awarded his MBE by Prince Charles in recognition of his charity work. The councillor is not
formally divorced from his first wife, despite marrying his second last year
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Glad-handing: Zaffar with Labour shadow chancellor Ed Balls. Tory MP Dominic Raab has called for the party to
investigate the magistrate and councillor

Some followers of sharia law believe divorces can be obtained by men without the knowledge or
consent of their wives.

A man simply states ‘talaq’ – meaning ‘I divorce thee’ – three times and it is granted. He is not
required to give any kind of financial settlement to his wife.

However, this method is widely frowned upon and most imams require both parties to be present and
commit to a three-month attempt at reconciliation before they grant a divorce. Miss Begum, 36, a
British national who is also Zaffar’s first cousin, received the divorce without warning, a friend said.

If British citizens marry abroad, it is automatically recognised in English law. For this reason, for the
marriage to end, the couple must obtain a divorce recognised by English courts.

Miss Begum is currently seeking such a divorce, understood to be in the process of going through
the courts. 

The master’s student said she was unable to comment due to the ongoing legal proceedings. In
2012, Zaffar, councillor for the Lozells and East Handsworth ward in Birmingham, declared on his
website: ‘I have never and will never support sharia law in this country.’
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Power and influence: Zaffar with Labour grandee Peter Mandelson. MPs and campaigners last night called for
his suspension from the party

At the seat of power: Zaffar outside 10 Downing Street (left) and his second wife Ayesha in her wedding dress.
Under English law, her husband is not in fact divorced from his first wife
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Labour heavyweight David Blunkett (right) with Zaffar. The councillor has posted numerous pictures of himself
with high-profile politicians online

He has also thrown his weight behind several women’s rights campaigns. He spoke at an Asian
women’s engagement event in 2013, saying: ‘I came to politics to ensure a fair and equal society.’ 

The well-connected councillor often posts pictures of himself with celebrities and high-profile
politicians online.

In January, he tweeted a photo taken outside No 10 Downing Street, saying: ‘Brilliant reception
hosted by Sam Cameron discussing issues affecting disaffected children across UK.’

Family lawyer and Islamic marriage specialist Aina Khan said Zaffar’s actions are ‘unforgivable if
true’. 

‘It’s hypocrisy to accept English law and then use sharia law when it suits you better,’ she said. She
explained that Zaffar’s Islamic marriage to his second wife may not be recognised in the UK, putting
her at risk of ‘losing everything’.

The imam, Moulana Bostan Quadri, last night confirmed he gave Zaffar a sharia divorce.

He said in broken English: ‘Throughout the Muslim world, it is unanimously that way ... if some Muslim
man want to give the divorce to his wife, he can.’

He denied being paid, but divorces of this kind usually cost around £50 to £200.

After repeated attempts to contact Zaffar, he declined to comment. Tory MP Dominic Raab called for
Labour to investigate the councillor, adding: ‘It beggars belief that they are turning a blind eye.’
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'We cheer each other
on': Taylor Swift and
Selena Gomez bond with
Ellie Goulding and Haim
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Pregnant Game of
Thrones actress Lena
Headey displays her
baby bump in a tight
white vest as she grabs
a bite to eat 
The actress is 41

Is rosehip oil the
secret behind Kate's
pregnancy glow? Royal
said to be a fan of all-
natural oil that keeps
wrinkles at bay (and it's
already sold out!)

Newly-single Susan
Sarandon, 68, looks
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after ending things with
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parody snap
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leaves her baby shower
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the stage with an
energetic performance
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tour
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The moment Suge
Knight backs up, then
revs forward and runs
over two men outside
Compton restaurant
...and rapper says the
footage exonerates him

Looking like a regular
Royal! Lorde shows off
stylish new 'do as she
dons elegant blue and
white outfit at Paris
Fashion Week
New Zealand hit-maker
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Tony Margiocchi, luton, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

One rule for them and one for us. Inequality rules some whilst others have to obey the just laws
of this country.
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Doutzen Kroes poses
with her baby daughter
and son to mark
International Women's
Day as celebs celebrate
girl power
Celebrating motherhood 

British model Rosie
Huntington-Whiteley
wows in white hotpants
as she hits the beach
with pet pooch Dolly in
Malibu
Cover girl's day off
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rather expensive
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casual outfit
The 36-year-old was
spotted in Los Angeles
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mother Lynne as they
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during soccer game
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mom in Los Angeles
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transgender role as he
emerges from trailer on
set of The Danish Girl
Another transformation
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Still chic the morning
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partying at Givenchy's
star-studded PFW show 
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sports a slightly shorter
'do as she takes baby
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No expense is spared
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Braless Kim
Kardashian displays her
cleavage in DEEPLY
plunging catsuit... as
husband Kanye West
dons velvet boots at
PFW show

Having a Glee-ful time:
Lea Michele keeps it
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Thomas, Leeds, 2 days ago

Why is he not being prosecuted for bigamy? Islamic law is not valid under UK law!

8318
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Deno, WALES, 2 days ago

????? Isn't bigamy a crime in the UK? Why haven't the police charged him??????

8274
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Furryface, London, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

As a woman, it scares me that someone like him can be in a position of such power.

7255
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tested121, Birmingham, 2 days ago

He is a bigamist then and therefore needs prosecuted...

7239
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Ken, Ex.France, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

A Labour man through and through!

9218
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Toyoshiki, Kashiwa, Japan, 2 days ago

¿What's the fuss all about?

16928
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Richard, Rochford, 2 days ago

So why hasn't he been charged with bigamy?

7187
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jayem01, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

So this man is a bigamist. Why is he not facing a court hearing?

7198
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Hemingway, Newcastle upon Tyne, United Kingdom, 2 days ago

Can you imagine any other country in the world that changes it's laws, traditions and way of life
at the expense and inconvenience of its people ?

4197
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casual in a loose vest
and sweatpants as she
enjoys a low-key lunch
with boyfriend Matthew
Paetz

Saved by the bump!
Tiffani Thiessen shows
off her pregnancy figure
in black at a Cinderella
charity screening
Having baby number two
aged 41

Not long now! Pregnant
Isla Fisher displays her
beautiful baby bump in a
denim shirt and motif
tee as she heads out on
a hike
Star was in Los Angeles

Matching pair! Lucy
Hale and boyfriend
Adam Pitts keep their
cool on a hot day in
black shirts and shades
Played Aria Montgomery
on Pretty Little Liars

Cara Delevingne teams
chic monochrome outfit
with mirrored shades as
she joins big sister
Poppy at Stella
McCartney's Paris
Fashion Week show

'I was punched in the
neck': Sam Smith
reveals he was
 attacked for being gay...
after suffering years of
cruel homophobic
taunts at school

Spellbinding! Lily
James looks
sensational in a lacy red
floral jacket and skirt as
she charms co-star
Richard Madden at the
NY Cinderella screening

Still got it! Liz Hurley
cuts a glamorous figure
as she steps out
wearing a classy cream
coat and nude heels in
New York City
Stars in The Royals

'I did it out of respect!'
Teen Mom stars Amber
Portwood and Farrah
Abraham row over their
book covers
Engaged in a war of
words on Twitter 

What a lady! Salma
Hayek chooses a prim
and proper look to
premiere her new movie
The Prophet on
International Women's
Day 

Bob Geldof steps out
with late daughter
Peaches' husband
Thomas Cohen and
children Astala and
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Phaedra almost a year
after the star's death

'Fashionis-tots!' Neil
Patrick Harris dresses
his twins like adults
after being slammed for
inappropriate clothing
jokes at the Oscars
Took flak for hosting role

Brian Williams made
pitches to replace
Letterman and Leno but
was persuaded into a
five-year anchor deal
with a gift of veteran
broadcaster's old desk

'Let's all party like it's
1999!' Lauren Graham
shares throwback snap
in honor of former
roommate Connie
Britton's birthday
Connie just turned 48

'The jewel in the
crown!' Dame Helen
Mirren rules over
Broadway as The
Audience opens to rave
reviews
A Tony win is on cards

He's always been a
charmer! Ryan Gosling,
12, shows early star
power as he dances in
MC Hammer-style pants
in flashback video
Grew up to be famous

Magical happening!
Tom Felton has a Harry
Potter reunion with
James Phelps, Bonnie
Wright and Rupert Grint
after 'Kim Kardashian
stands him up'

Doing her part! Newly
single Rosie O'Donnell
ignores personal
troubles to show
support at charity dinner
Filed for divorce from wife
Michelle Rounds

Jessie J shows off her
washboard abs as she
strips down to spangled
bralet and knickers for
Indonesia show
Left little to the
imagination

Is this the perfect
solution to the morning
after? Introducing Morf...
the top that can be
transformed into 24
different stylish looks
Keeps wardrobe simple

Nothing to fix here!
Kerry Washington looks
stunning as she arrives
at the PaleyFest LA
panel to promote her hit
series Scandal
Massive hit show
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'I'm paralyzingly shy...
but when I perform I feel
free': Prince Harry's ex
Cressida Bonas
smoulders in latest
shoot as she discusses
acting career

'Hanging out with the
grandmas!' Derick
Dillard shares a sweet
snap of his and Jill's
mothers rubbing her
baby bump
Expecting baby boy soon

'It made me so angry':
Actress Emma Watson
reveals she was left
'raging' after being hit
with nude photo threat 
Actress said she was
'raging' after hoax threat

Outback beauty!
Shanina Shaik
smoulders as she poses
topless and with native
animals in Australian
inspired shoot for
Harper's Bazaar

Look at tat! Melanie
Griffith shows off her
faded Antonio inking to a
friend over lunch after
lazer surgery
The Working Girl star
flaunted her toned figure 

SPOILER ALERT: The
Walking Dead gets dark
as Carol threatens to
feed a boy to the
zombies if he doesn't
keep quiet
Another tense episode

Taylor Swift shows off
her slender figure in a
tight top and mini skirt in
LA before heading off to
Vegas with BFFs Ellie
Goulding and Este Haim
Star was in Beverly Hills

As Taylor Swift
'insures her perfect pins
for $40m', we reveal the
other stars who have
taken out premiums on
very precious (and
lucrative) body parts

Box office slump!
Vince Vaughn suffers a
career low with
Unfinished Business as
Chappie tops weekend
box office
Bad figures for Vince

Sports Illustrated
model Jessica Gomes
cuddles up to a Great
Dane as she shows off
her figure in a crop top
and pencil skirt for GQ
magazine

Sports Illustrated
model Jessica Gomes
once resented her
curves... but today
celebrates her look in
belly-baring ensemble
for The Upside

There's No Doubt she's
having fun! Gwen Stefani
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relishes a day of fun at
Disneyland with her
boys Kingston and Zuma
Star kicked back at the
amusement park

Lily Collins puts
comfort first in a soft
sweater and baggy
trousers as she jets
home to LA after Paris
Fashion Week
Home after a busy week

Nothing to say to each
other? Mark-Paul
Gosselaar and wife
Catriona McGinn hit the
phones as they go
walking with their
children

Major dad points! Liev
Schreiber enjoys
courtside seats at
Lakers basketball game
with son Sasha
He has two sons with
actress Naomi Watts

'She's great, I've got
nothing but love for her':
Nick Jonas speaks out
about his older ex-
girlfriend Delta Goodrem
and insists they really
did go out

The Sweetest Thing!
Selma Blair wears a
see-through top as she
treats three-year-old
son Arthur to a snow
cone at farmer's market
Went grocery shopping

She's a lean green
shopping machine!
Elizabeth Olsen goes on
a solo trip to buy fruit
and veggies at the
Farmers Market
Star was in Los Angeles

'Real men do not
abuse!' AnnaLynne
McCord speaks out as
she marches for
equality on International
Women's Day
Spoke from the heart

Watts it called? Naomi
Watts kicks off her
stilettos and goes
barefoot to recite
impossible name of
Welsh village where she
grew up in six seconds

Family time! Amy
Adams looks casual in
jeans as she steps out
for coffee with fiancé
Darren Le Gallo and
daughter Aviana
Pair soaked up the sun

'In heaven!' Kate
Bosworth and her
director husband
Michael Polish share a
kiss to celebrate
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wrapping their new
film 
Business and pleasure

'You go girl!': Harry
Hamlin stands behind
wife Lisa Rinna following
her explosive outburst
on RHOBH in his
defense 
Mad Men actor

'We still have far to go!'
Jane Fonda addresses
women's rights as she
attends International
Conference On
Masculinities
Film icon gave speech

They shall go to the
ball! Little Mix's Leigh-
Anne Pinnock and Jade
Thirlwall don their
prettiest midi skirts for
Cinderella screening
British pop stars

'A Milian Kisses!!!'
Christina scoops
daughter Violet into her
arms for a hug during
family picnic at Farmer's
Market
Joined by her sister

Charming in canary!
Olivia Palermo shines in
a bright yellow coat as
she attends Chloe show
during PFW with
husband Johannes
Huebl

Lena goes Girls-ie!
Dunham ditches her
usual grungy style in
favor of a feminine floral
frock and heels as she
appears on the Ellen
DeGeneres show

Reunited! Jessica Alba
looks fresh-faced and
fabulous as she catches
up with Cash Warren
after jetting in from
Dubai
Actress was all smiles 

'I live in a bubble now'
Lara Bingle insists she's
happier leading a more
private life after she and
Sam Worthington
deleted their social
media accounts

'There's no mystery
anymore': Pregnant Lara
Bingle addresses
marriage to Sam
Worthington as she
displays her blossoming
baby bump 

EXCLUSIVE: Tori
Spelling appears forlorn
as she is again rushed
to the emergency room
by husband Dean
McDermott with
migraine
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'He wants to date Kris
Jenner': Paul Hogan's
manager reveals
Crocodile Dundee star
has set his sights on
Kardashian family
matriarch 

Maximum coverage!
Pregnant Molly Sims
flatters her bump in a
flowing dress as she
joins Rachel Zoe at book
launch
Two very busy moms

Mama June of Here
Comes Honey Boo Boo
'was rushed to the
hospital for very high
temperature and
diagnosed with
pneumonia'

Fashion face off! Lena
Dunham flatters her
figure in a patterned
dress while her Girls co-
star Allison Williams
opts for a sleek blazer at
PaleyFest  

Blonde bombshell Kim
Kardashian leaves little
to the imagination as
she squeezes herself
into racy see-through
cage dress  
Blondes have more fun

Are they fur-real?
Vanessa Hudgens and
AnnaSophia Robb both
wear fuzzy coats while
taking in a Broadway
show
At Lyric Theater in NYC

'Stop flying Harrison!'
Ford's wife Calista
Flockhart and co-star
Carrie Fisher both urge
the 72-year-old actor to
put his daredevil days
behind him

Is that you Trinity? Katy
Perry dons all black
outfit reminiscent of The
Matrix character during
Paris Fashion Week
Star is in the middle of a
20-date European tour

Sam Smith records a
special version of his
single Lay Me Down with
John Legend for Comic
Relief charity
Recorded the single in
LA earlier this year

'May we raise strong
women': Kourtney
Kardashian posts
powerful message on
International Women's
Day with a tribute to Kim,
Khloe and Kris

Smiling again! Brooke
Burke looks happy as
she shops with
daughters in Malibu ONE
YEAR after being fired
from Dancing With The
Stars

Is that you Gigi? Ms
Hadid looks very unglam
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in funky sunglasses as
she steps out in Paris
after stunning in a tight
netted dress earlier
Teen supermodel is 19

Poppy Delevingne
looks picture perfect in
a checked top and high-
waisted trousers as she
attends Chloe show
during Paris Fashion
Week

'Wonder where you got
that hair idea': Justin
Bieber pokes fun at
Austin Mahone as they
take to Instagram to
tease each other about
their hairstyles

REVEALED: Tween Kim!
Ms Kardashian looks
very different as a 10-
year-old in vintage
snaps shared by old
friend Nikki Lund
Always photogenic

A new blonde in his
life? Ryan Seacrest
steps out in NYC with a
mystery woman just
three months after
splitting from Shayna
Terese Taylor

That's one committed
wife! Calista Flockhart
heads to hospital to
check on Harrison Ford
for fourth day in a row
after plane crash
TV icon is now 50

EXCLUSIVE: Producer
Brett Ratner's glossy
new TV advert for Blade
app that transports
customers to New York
airports via HELICOPTER
in just minutes

A Royal-ly good time:
Kelly Rowland rubs
shoulders with Lorde at
the Chloe show during
Paris Fashion Week
The Destiny's Child star
donned a navy dress

Flowers from French?
Khloe Kardashian
shares photo of
spectacular pink
bouquet after romantic
beach holiday with her
on-again rapper

She's got legs! Claire
Danes shows off her
pins in a blue and black
mini-dress as she talks
up Homeland during
panel discussion
They were hard to miss 
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DON'T MISS
Bell of the mall: Single

Helena Bonham Carter
chats away on her
phone as she steps out
for a shopping trip with
pals
Split in December

British beefcake!
Christian Bale shows off
his muscular build in a
soaking wetsuit after
paddle boarding in LA
He had a bit of a
Baywatch moment 

Let's face the music...
Daisy Lowe shows off
her fancy footwork for a
good cause as she
takes part in first Comic
Relief Danceathon 
Showed off her moves

'Warming up in New
York City': Newly single
Bachelor star Andi
Dorfman looks at home
in chilly Manhattan as
she sips on hot
chocolate

No rest for the wicked!
A weary looking Kendall
Jenner covers up in an
oversized blazer after
Estee Lauder dinner in
Paris
Looked glam as usual

Kylie Jenner, 17, texts
on her phone while
driving just weeks after
her father Bruce was
left 'devastated' by fatal
car crash
In her Mercedes-Benz

Not your best look!
Lady Gaga's bleached
eyebrows and ghostly
pale face provide a
bizarre contrast to her
tanned body during late
night trip to Chanel 

Karlie Kloss maintains
her flawless
appearance as she joins
fellow supermodel
Natalia Vodianova for a
triumphant completion
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of Paris half-marathon

Drake delights in white!
Canadian rapper rocks
the stage Down Under in
a double denim outfit at
Future Music Festival  
Drake made his
Australian debut

Two purrrfect! Kate
Walsh admits she's a
cat lady as she poses in
bed with her furry
felines to promote pet
adoption
Loves her furry friends

Age defying Cindy
Crawford, 49, shows off
her model legs in denim
shorts on a bike ride
with her husband in
Malibu
Supermodel looks

The moment bloodied
Harrison Ford was
carried away from his
wrecked plane:
Dramatic pictures show
the aftermath of golf
course crash

Madonna completely
hides her face under
balaclava and hooded
coat as she celebrates
Jewish holiday of Purim
with children Rocco and
Lourdes 

The butt that's
motivating The Body! Elle
Macpherson shares a
shot of young Sydney
model's backside on
social media dubbing it
her 'inspiration'

Chris Hemsworth
shows off his abs in
porn star skit as he
hosts SNL for the first
time... after brothers
Liam and Luke make a
surprise appearance

Move over Rosie
Huntington-Whiteley!
Supermodel's
handsome younger
brother Toby makes his
TV debut in new Jacomo
advert

Not just a pretty face!
Cara Delevingne heads
to LA recording studio
amid reports she is set
to collaborate with
Beyonce
Rumors flying

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Calista Flockhart looks
distraught leaving
hospital after keeping
bedside vigil with
Harrison Ford after
plane crash

'There's strong evidence
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of foul play': Bobbi
Kristina's aunt claims
Nick Gordon is under
investigation for
'attempted murder' in
furious Facebook posts

Zoe Kravitz flaunts her
toned tum and beautiful
booty in skimy bikini as
she hits the beach with
mystery man... after
being linked to her
ex Chris Pine

American Sniper
surpasses The Hunger
Games: Mockingjay -
Part 1 as top grossing
film of 2014 by bringing
in $337m domestically
Top spot at the box office

Absence DOES make
the heart grow fonder!
Newlyweds Cameron
Diaz and Benji Madden
hold hands on romantic
date in LA as they are
reunited

Beautiful baby bump!
Hilaria Baldwin strips to
underwear to snap a
selfie five months into
her pregnancy
Looked amazing in her
latest snapshot

'My first tweet' Chris
Hemsworth FINALLY
makes his debut on
Twitter... as he and
brother Liam head to the
Saturday Night Live after
party

Jenna Dewan-Tatum
oozes glamour in a
strapless LBD while
Lena Dunham dresses
down at charity event
Could not have looked
more different

'Kanye is the new
Madonna': Madge claims
she and West are
kindred spirits in 'the
envelope-pushing genre'
Explained her connection
hitmaker 

Absence DOES make
the heart grow fonder!
Newlyweds Cameron
Diaz and Benji Madden
hold hands on romantic
date in LA as they are
reunited 

BLONDER ambition!
Kim Kardashian reveals
ash white scalp after
spending THREE hours
getting her locks
lightened at Paris salon
Kim kept head bowed

So over him! Karrueche
Tran continues to put
Chris Brown's baby
drama behind her as
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she parties AGAIN in
Hollywood

Shouldn't that be
Robin! Rihanna teams
black Batman mask with
crop top vest and canary
yellow coat for Jeremy
Scott's Moschino party
at PFW

The making of a very
middle-class monarch:
How 'Granny Carole' is
giving Prince George an
upbringing fit for a
Middleton (and Charles
isn't getting a look in)

Welcome to Miami!
Model Ashley Hart is a
feast for the eyes in
belly-baring ensemble
for sun-drenched run on
South Beach
Sister of Jessica Hart

The Clooneys take
NYC! George and Amal
go hand-in-hand for
romantic dinner date at
high-priced Upper East
Side restaurant
Walking hand-in-hand

Kylie Jenner, 17, texts
on her phone while
driving just weeks after
her father Bruce was
left 'devastated' by fatal
car crash
While driving around 

Amber Rose poses in
nothing but skimpy
lingerie as she hits back
at critics for attacking
her racy Instagram
selfies
Pouts in the mirror

The perfect
wingwomen! Eligible
bachelor Jared Leto
cosies up to Doutzen
Kroes and Gigi Hadid at
Paris Fashion Week
event

'Break the internet with
clothes on!' Lindsay
Lohan tips a hat to
herself in a saucy snap
of her Parisian outfit of
the day
Inspired by Kim?

White hot! Kendall
Jenner displays her
slender legs in mini-
dress for Estee Lauder
dinner party in Paris
Endorses the cosmetics 

The Lord has landed!
Scott Disick returns to
LA after cancelling
multiple club
appearances across the
pond
At Los Angeles 
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She lives to love!
Sharon Stone wears her
heart on her T-shirt...
while showing off
amazing legs in yoga
pants
Positive thinking 

Statuesque Karlie
Kloss puts on a VERY
leggy display at
backstage bash after
Mugler fashion show in
Paris
At Mugler's after party.

Sean Penn says he
WON'T apologize for
Oscars green card jibe
at Mexican who directed
Birdman - and that
anybody who was
offended is stupid

Close shave for Olivia
Newton-John! Cancer
survivor helps Vegas
locals 'brave a shave' at
charity fundraiser
before cuddling up to
buff Chippendales

Smells Like vino Spirit!
Christina Milian goes for
a polished grunge look
as she spruiks her wine
label
Trying her hand at being
a vintner

'Disturbingly out of
touch': Vogue editor
provokes fury after
posting picture of
homeless woman on the
streets of Paris reading
Vogue 

Super sweet 16!
Christie Brinkley's
lookalike daughter
Sailor charms in prom
fashion show as her
modelling career takes
off

She's got some front!
90210 actress Jessica
Lowndes wows in black-
and-white ensemble as
she parties in Los
Angeles
She has a legion of fans

Make-up free Brooke
Shields bundles up
against cold New York
weather on walk with
husband Chris Henchy
and daughter Grier

From cheeseburgers
to cha-cha-cha! Carl's Jr
model Charlotte
McKinney shows off
toned figure in tight
leggings after DWTS
rehearsal

She isn't slowing
down! Heavily pregnant
Milla Jovovich goes
hiking with husband
Paul W.S. Anderson and
their two dogs

Girls' day out! Denise
Richards and her
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lookalike daughter
Sam shop up a storm in
Beverly Hills
The pair really know how
to do retail therapy

Family fun in the sun!
Jordana Brewster plays
on the beach with her
father and baby son
The 34-year-old Furious
7 star needed her father's
help

Diva magic! Macy Gray,
47, delights on stage in a
feather boa and
shimmery frock as she
takes her The Way tour
Down Under
Looked on top form

Hands-on mom! Cate
Blanchett forgoes a
nanny on flight Down
Under with baby Edith
while passengers say
star 'looked very relaxed
and natural' with her

Go get 'em tiger! Isla
Fisher dresses her baby
bump in perfectly
positioned animal-face
top while taking a gentle
walk in exercise
leggings and joggers 

Prairie girl! Amy
Adams makes a rare
fashion misstep in
pioneer-style dress on
lunch date
The 40-year-old actress
put a rare foot wrong

Fabulous at 48!
Julianna Margulies
stuns in chic little black
dress as she attends
Paleyfest for The Good
Wife

Hilary Duff puts her
divorce woes aside to
help throw big sister
Haylie a beautiful baby
shower... with Kaley
Cuoco among the
guests

No wonder she's
bubbly! Stunning Zoe
Saldana raises glass of
champagne less than
four months after giving
birth to twins
Welcomed twin sons 

Hello sunshine!
Jessica Alba makes
vibrant LA homecoming
in bright yellow sweater
after her first-ever trip to
Dubai
Stood out in the crowd 

A giant of fashion: How
6ft 3in Games of
Thrones star is helping
Vivienne Westwood
make a big impression
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at Paris show 
Towered above models 

Chris Evans lifts spirits
at children's hospital
with Chris Pratt while
dressed as Captain
America after Super
Bowl bet

Rihanna layers up in
multi-coloured fur coat
and ripped denim jeans
as she hits Paris
Fashion Week
Rihanna decided to keep
her assets under wraps

Escalat-ing their PDA!
Shia LaBeouf and
girlfriend Mia Goth put
on another amorous
display at LA mall
Often express their love
on escalators

The walk of love! Lea
Michele flashes her
toned pins as her
boyfriend Matthew Paetz
enjoy a hiking date
It's all about gruelling
hikes in the hills. 

She's back in skinny
jeans! Alicia Keys shows
off her post-baby body
just six weeks after
welcoming son Genesis
The 34-year-old looked
radiant 

If it ain't broke don't fix
it! Newly blonde Kim
Kardashian displays her
cleavage in THIRD sheer
ensemble as she steps
out at Paris Fashion
Week

'I'll kiss her!' Ansel
Elgort says he asked to
be Theo James' sub
during those intimate
scenes with Shailene
Woodley in Insurgent
No denying chemistry 

I want to be more than
just the daughter of a
famous pop singer, says
artist Tali Lennox but
reveals she has not
plucked up the courage
to paint her mother

'I didn't want to let
black America down':
Bill Cosby accuser
explains why she didn't
speak up sooner with
accusations against the
comedian 

'It took me ten years to
get here': World's first
transgender model
Andreja Pejic reveals
journey to become a
woman... and fears it'd
damage her career

Carole moves in - as a
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Royal housekeeper!
Kate's parents pick up
the slack after staff quit
Norfolk mansion
Writes GIRL ABOUT
TOWN.

Nice shoes, girls! It's
Suki, Cara and Georgia
May Jagger in very
Vogueish pose - and we
know the first thing that
catches OUR eye...
Only wear bikini briefs 

'Keep your temper in
check!' Chris Brown
threatened by his baby
mama's ex-husband...
as it's revealed she has
a daughter, 13, from
previous relationship

Now it's Kate Moss the
marriage counsellor!
Model offers advice to
friends David Walliams
and Lara Stone
Writes GIRL ABOUT
TOWN.

Break from mommy
duty! Zoe Saldana looks
every inch the
fashionista as she
indulges in some retail
therapy without her twin
boys

'However good the
journey's been, I'll
always be the tubby kid
from The History Boys':
Piers Morgan meets
James Corden
He's a cheeky actor 

Parisian chic! Solange
Knowles catches the
eye in bold colourful
coat as she joins forces
with Naomie Harris at
the Vivienne Westwood
PFW show

Hitting a bump in the
road! Pregnant Molly
Sims looks frustrated as
she returns to her car in
time to receive a parking
ticket
Happens to us all

Gwyneth Paltrow
hopes her kids with
Chris Martin will
embrace Goop and take
over running the digital
lifestyle guide one day
Their inheritance

Exhausted Rihanna
pouts her shocking red
lips as she poses for
selfies with fans after
jetting into France for
Paris Fashion Week
Busy schedule 

Boys just wanna have
fun! Gwen Stefani loads
up with gear as she
takes baby Apollo and
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his big brother
Kingston out to a park
Blowing off steam

Wild about fitness!
Reese Witherspoon
shows off her toned
figure in exercise tights
as she heads to yoga
class
Always working out 

'Having the time of my
life!' Katherine Heigl
strips down to her bikini
for a poolside snap
during family holiday
Some time off in Punta
Miita, Mexico.

Bathing beauty! Zoe
Kravitz displays her
incredibly slim figure in
a teeny black bikini
while frolicking in the
Miami surf 
Soaking up the sun

Spitting image! Malin
Akerman takes the
plunge as she steps out
with her lookalike
mother in Beverly Hills
The 36-year-old and her
mother Pia 

Chris Brown 'to file
legal documents to pay
Nia Amey less child
support for 9-month old
daughter because he
believes she's been
leaking stories'

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Never-before-seen
images of The Beatles in
1968 may show George
Harrison carrying Paul
McCartney's resignation
letter in his shirt pocket 

Beverly Hills Ninja!
Eddie Murphy looks in
fighting shape with
sleeveless hoodie and
all-black tracksuit for
coffee run with Paige
Butcher

On the heartbreak
diet? Newly single Nicole
Scherzinger displays
shrinking waistline in
white skintight jeans
Appeared noticeably
slimmer 

Lady Gaga's dream
wedding to Taylor
Kinney will be 'a family
celebration with her
sister Natali as the maid
of honour'
Engaged in February 

Hat's the way to do it!
Amal Clooney wows in
leather leggings and
chic headgear as she
enjoys a night out in New
York City
Always looks chic
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Hair apparent! Scruffy
Leonardo DiCaprio is a
chip off the old block as
he runs errands with his
goateed and long-haired
father George
Head to the bank

True Blood star Anna
Paquin set to return to
HBO as Madame X in a
new miniseries she's
developing with husband
Stephen Moyer and Jack
Black

Another day, another
look! Lady Gaga unveils
new ginger locks as she
enjoys Paris Fashion
Week in chic blue polka
dot jumpsuit
Newly-engaged star 

Carrie Fisher says she
crashed car days before
Harrison Ford plane
drama... and says she's
going to call Mark Hamill
to because 'things
happen in threes'

Guys' night out! Lenny
Kravitz bonds with
Denzel Washington over
vegan dinner after
hanging out together at
Flash photo exhibit 
Decade apart in age 

Make up free Jodie
Kidd looks pale and
drawn as she attends
polo match... two
months after splitting
from husband David
Blakeley

Beautiful in blue!
Courteney Cox shows
off her slim frame in
silky blouse and jeans
while stepping out for
dinner 
Defying her years 

Ryan Phillippe gets his
caffeine fix at Starbucks
as his new ABC series
Secrets And Lies enjoys
a ratings boost 
Life is good - new series
and steady girlfriend 

Georgia May Jagger
flashes her taut tum in
colourful crop top and
black velvet trousers
after ruling the runway
at the Mugler show
during PFW

Justin Bieber's gal pal
Hailey Baldwin is casual
chic in grey coat as she
shops alone in NYC
following singer's 21st
birthday bash
Was in the Caribbean

Fashion Stripes! Olivia
Palermo channels the
Seventies in flared jeans
and polo neck with
clashing print shirt and
coat at 
Paris Fashion Week.

Don't mess with the
Moss! No nonsense Kate
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boots cheeky
photographer out of
private Paris Fashion
Week party
No-nonsense girl

He's joined Team
Yeezy! David Beckham
steps out wearing a pair
of Kanye West's
exclusive trainers as he
goes toy shopping
$1,500 Yeezy trainers 

Owning the catwalk!
Karlie Kloss shows off
her amazing physique
as she struts down the
runway in thigh-slit
black dress for Mugler
Paris Fashion Week 

Dakota Johnson
shows off her natural
beauty as she dons
demure white dress for
Dior afterparty at Paris
Fashion Week 
Making most of her time

That should make the
Dancing Man happy:
Pharrell says he'll play
at party with 1,700
women for man who
was body-shamed by
bullies

Just what (or who) is
stopping Charles seeing
his grandson? His
friends blame Carole
Middleton. But does the
real answer lie with
William and Kate... 

Former Boy Scout
describes the moment
Harrison Ford rescued
him in his helicopter
after being lost for 19
hours in Yellowstone
National Park 

Fifty Shades Of Gabi!
Geoffrey Edelsten's
fiancee Grecko flaunts
ample cleavage and
toned torso while posing
on Penthouse's 50th
anniversary cover

Home sweet home!
Newlyweds Benedict
Cumberbatch and
Sophie Hunter wraps
arms around each other
as they arrive in London
from honeymoon

Emotional Calista
races to Harrison Ford's
hospital bed as video
reveals how shocked
golfers watched star's
plane plummet to the
ground

'My life would be so
much duller without her':
Lorde shares make up
free snap as she
celebrates her mother's
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50th birthday in Paris
after Fashion Week

PICTURE EXCLUSIVE:
Make-up free Angelina
Jolie enjoys a late night
private shopping spree
at Saint Laurent in
Beverly Hills
Actress treated herself

FIRST PIC: Melissa
Benoist reveals her
Supergirl costume as
the DC character
prepares to get her own
TV series

Birthday fun never
ends! Shirtless Justin
Bieber basks among
bevy of bikini babes
poolside... just hours
before cops are called
to the party

'I love George': Estate
where George Harrison
lived goes on sale for
£10million - complete
with a gate bearing an
obsessed fan's
declaration of devotion

'3 1/2 weeks to go
before delivery!' Heavily
pregnant Milla Jovovich
stays active on
invigorating LA hike
Joined on the trail by her
husband 

Octavia Spencer will
play God in adaptation of
best-selling Christian
novel The Shack
In the book God is an
African American woman
also called Elousia

Nancy Dell'Olio, 53,
highlights her incredible
curves in a dramatic
gem-embellished
scarlet gown at Russian
Ballet Icons Gala
She dazzled in red

There's a confidence
builder! Ashley Greene
shows off her toned
figure in athletic gear
after treating herself to
a manicure in LA
Dedication to fitness

'He's even more
precious because of the
challenges we faced':
Martine McCutcheon
introduces baby Rafferty
in new photoshoot

Paris Hilton steps out
for first time since
brother Conrad pleaded
guilty to assault after 10-
hour airplane ride from
hell where he menaced
passengers
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Bethenny Frankel
wows in red jumpsuit as
she attempts to steal
the spotlight away from
the ladies in sexy new
RHONYC promo 
I

Today's headlines Most Read
The horrific moment Suge Knight backs
up, then revs forward and runs over two
men outside Compton restaurant...
University of Oklahoma fraternity CLOSED
after sickening n-word chant glorifying
lynching caught on camera...
Outrage as college footballers dress in
KKK robes as they make parody of Will
Smith movie Bad Boys II 
'F*** you phony ass b***es, you're the ones
saying racism DOESN'T exist': Oklahoma
University football star...
Angry civil rights activist and friend of MLK
says she skipped Selma 50th anniversary
because George W. Bush...
'We're still out there': KKK spreads 4,000
fliers in Alabama as marchers gather to
honor legacy of pivotal...
Obama tells how he brought Malia and
Sasha to Selma to 'remind them of their
obligations' - as thousands...
Madison is not Ferguson: Wisconsin police
chief seeking to do the opposite of what
happened after Michael...
Veteran police officer who shot unarmed
black teen in Wisconsin killed another
suspect who was holding a...
EXCLUSIVE - 'It's no joke being destitute':
Homeless woman hits back at Vogue editor
after 'cruel' Instagram...
When could YOU suffer a heart attack?
Take this test to find out...

Teen, 17, forced to have chemotherapy
against her will is now in remission 

Bill Cosby releases bizarre 10-second
video to promote comedy shows as he
says: 'I'm far from finished'
Pennsylvania eighth grader, 13, who went
missing after getting email from his school
about overdue homework...
'My girlfriend did it': Medical student on
trial for stabbing Georgetown law student
to death blames his ex...
Elderly couple found beaten to death in their
Texas home as police reveal they have NO
suspects nor motive...
'His foot was hanging on by a thread':
Newlywed reveals moment she saw her
husband's leg blown off - not...
Brian Williams made pitches to replace
Letterman and Leno but was persuaded into
a five-year anchor deal...
Fifty years after Vermont farmer's death,
new claims emerge that he staged his
suicide as murder to frame...
EXCLUSIVE: Meet the Zach Galifinakis
lookalike who is living like Alan from The
Hangover every day - and...
Spring at last! Warm weather finally
returns to Northeast and Midwest, melting
snow and bringing highs of 60...
Cold comfort: Despite deep blankets of
snow across much of US experts say this
winter was the 19th warmest...
Will El Niño make this year the warmest on
record? Scientists confirm late return of
phenomenon - but it's...
Fisherman finds baby alive beside her dead
mother in semi-submerged wreck of car
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after being strapped upside...
Apple set to unveil a $10,000
platinum iWatch and accessories
that boost the wearable's battery

life at...
'Prostitute, 23, assaulted by former NFL star
Warren Sapp after Super Bowl' denies being
paid for sex
Apple patent hints at an iCar: Wireless
charging paper makes reference to
'electric vehicles'
Drugs cheat Lance Armstrong backs
investigation into cycling's murky past

Pit bull attacks and kills man who was
trying to resuscitate owner during heart
attack

MORE HEADLINES

FROM THE
MAKERS OF
CANDY CRUSH

Farm Heroes Saga, the #4
Game on iTunes. Play it
now!

more
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